hashaab - the *Acacia senegal* tree.
Hashaasha - a long-handled weeding instrument.
Hash jinkaab - second weeding.
Hash murr - first weeding (literally "bitter weeding").
Hireehri - this term designates an early-maturing variety of crop.
kaaro - a horse-drawn cart.
kaatib as-suug - market clerk.
kantar - a unit of weight equivalent to 45 kgs. or 99 lbs.
karkadee - roselle.
kayyaal - periodic trader dealing in cereals or sesame; may buy on commission for a crop merchant.
khafiif - "light"; designates an early maturing variety of crop.
hariif - rainy season.
mak*$\text{\textasciitilde}*$u9iya - "a piece"; rent of a parcel of land for as many years as the soil remains fertile; the amount of the rental payment is negotiated.
mareeg - local sorghum (goose-necked); a synonym for zunaari.
mariisa - sorghum beer brewed by women at home.
mid - a dry measure equivalent to 4.125 liters.
makhammas - a unit of land measurement equivalent to 1.78 feddans or 1.80 acres.
mizaan - (a) scales; (b) a government administered market in which the weight of the crops is measured directly.
nadaaya - a synonym for ťeeraab, referring to the practice of planting crops after the onset of the rainy season.
nafaasha - *Eublemma brachygonia*; a serious pest of millet.
nafiir - communal work party; host provides the participants with a meal.
najaag - a straight-necked feterita-type of sorghum.
rameel - planting crops before the start of the rainy season.